WELCOME! Let's start with a thought...

Every living system has many untapped resources.

LEADERSHIP

HOPE • JOY • PROSPERITY

LIVELIhood

HARMONY

CLIMATE CHANGE

INNOVATIVE APPRECIATIVE WAYS TO FACE THE CHALLENGES OF INNOVATION.

TRAINING, WORKSHOPS

21 KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

ONLINE PRESENTATIONS

SPIRITUAL GURUS

EVERYONE WILL HAVE ACCESS TO THE ONLINE CONFERENCE

WELCOME and NAMASTE

THANK YOU for accepting our invitation

LIFE ON EARTH The 5 Elements

PANCHU BUDDHA - DANCE CULTURAL CENTER OF NARDEV

Prof Dr. David Cooperrider Opening Keynote

I'm honored to be here celebrating the inauguration of this event.

I have GRATITUDE and a sense of EXCITEMENT

This is a special group and a special meeting.

A LEADER is anyone who wants to make a DIFFERENCE at this Time. It's not just about CHANGE.

It's a question of CHANGE at the scale of the whole.

How do we MOVE TOGETHER and ALIGN STRENGTHS across the whole?

RT HONORABLE PRESIDENT OF NEPAL Dr. RAM BARAN YADAV

WHAT CONDITIONS BRING OUT THE BEST IN HUMAN SYSTEMS?

- Positive Emotions

- Whole

- Strength